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VERNON K. ROBBINS

THE WOMAN WHO TOUCHED JESUS' GARMENT:
SOCIO-RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
SYNOPTIC ACCOUNTS

During the last thirty years significant advances have been made in the
study of early Christian miracle stories. The story of the woman who
touched Jesus' garment has been especially well analyzed by Heinz Joa
chim Held and Gerd Theissen,l and recently Manfred Hutter has brought
additional information to bear on the Matthean version. 2 It is my goal to
look at each version of the story from the perspective of 'comparative
social-rhetorical' analysis and interpretation. 3 The rhetorical observations
are informed especially by Kenneth Burke's chapter entitled 'Lexicon
Rhetoricae' in Counterstatement 4 and by Robert Alter's The Art of Bibli
cal Narrative. 5 The comparative and social observations are stimulated by
various interpreters' use of Hellenistic-Roman data as well as Jewish data
for analysis of New Testament literature.
THE RAISING OF lAIRUS' DAUGHTER AS FRAMEWORK

The three synoptic accounts of the healing of the woman stand in the
middle of an account of the raising of Jairus' daughter, 'sandwiching' the
healing story between the beginning and ending of the raising story. The
sandwiching of one unit in the middle of another like this is regularly
called 'intercalation', and those who espouse Markan priority usually con
sider intercalation to be a special Markan technique of composition. 6
Redaction critics have been especially interested in probing the theological
and christological significance of this technique, and some of the results
have been highly suggestive. 7 In this instance, the healing of the woman in
the middle appears to have two basic functions: (1) it creates a time lapse
which accentuates the actual death of Jairus' daughter, and (2) it presents
the reversal of a woman's death-ridden life in anticipation of the raising of
a young girl from death to life. 8
Since all three synoptic gospels recount the healing of the woman in the
middle of the story about Jairus' daughter, and since twenty-nine Greek
words are exactly the same among the three units, there is good reason to
think that there is some kind of literary dependence among them, or there
is dependence on a common source. But it would be wrong to describe the
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relationship among the synoptic accounts as 'scribal', since no account
simply replicates another 'with scribal touches'. Rather, what Matthew
tells in 138 words, Mark tells in 374 words and Luke in 280 words. The
relationship is better described as 'rhetorical'. Each version contains adop
tion, adaptation, and composition which exhibits the use of traditional
material in a manner congenial to the rhetorical style and purposes of its
author. A model for understanding the relationship is best attained by
looking at the 'preliminary' exercises Aelius Theon discusses and illustrates
in his Progymnasmata. 9 These exercises exhibit how a person composes
when he or she reproduces brief narratives or sayings in a style and form
congenial to the rhetorical goal being pursued in a sequence of material.
In antiquity, this was considered a 'preliminary rhetorical' form of writing.
The degree of variation among Matthew, Mark, and Luke reveals that each
was composing in this preliminary rhetorical manner. Whether or not the
authors of these gospels actually performed preliminary compositional
exercises (7Tpo"'(vjJ.vaajJ.ara) in the settings where they learned to write
Greek, their accounts reveal that they compose in a preliminary rhetorical
style rather than a 'scribal' style. Matthew has written an abbreviated
version (aVarEAAELV) and Mark has written an expanded version (eWEK.rei
VELv). Unless an interpreter has determined by other means that one has
used the other as a source, there is no basis to know which writer may
have used the other. From the data in this particular unit, Matthew could
have abbreviated the Markan version, Mark could have expanded the
Matthean version, or both Matthew and Mark could have composed from
a common source. IO The situation with Luke is quite different. Luke's
version is a refinement and retooling of the Markan version. 11
Limitation of space does not allow analysis of the rhetorical composition
and its effect in the entire intercalated unit. 12 Therefore, this article ana
lyzes only the strategy of composition and its effect in the inner story
about the woman with the haemorrhage. The underlying implication is
that a comparative social-rhetorical analysis of the centre of the unit can
contribute significant information toward analysis of the entire unit.
THE COMMON TRADITION

An initial social-rhetorical observation emerges from the similar features

in all the stories. Our present critical text exhibits seventeen Greek words
which are exactly the same in all three versions of the healing of the woman
who touched Jesus' garment. 13 These common words tell of a woman who
had for twelve years suffered from a flow of blood (called by Matthew
'haemorrhaging'), and who came up behind Jesus and touched his garment.
In each story her ailment is cured and Jesus says, 'Daughter, your faith
(wianc;) has made you well (a€aWK.Ev).'
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The motifs common to all three versions are, as Gerd Theissen has
shown, traditional motifs associated with healing in Hellenistic-Roman
culture. 14 When Strabo describes cultic healing sanctuaries, he says that
'in ~pidauros Asclepius is believed to cure diseases': 'AoKArrrrwv ... rrerrw
T€VJ..L€VOV (Strabo V, 374); in Caflopus respected men 'believe' (11'WT€V€LV)
and seek healing sleep for themselves and others (Strabo XVII, 1, 17).
Here the absolute use of 11'WT€V€LV is associated with the sleep or incu
bation necessary for a cure. In Epidauros itself, 11'ioTL~ (faith) is discussed
as an attribute of those who are directly affected by the healings. 15 Also,
o0~w in the sense of 'heal' is attested in non-Christian and non-Jewish
Greek texts before and during the first century.16 Thus, a non-Christian
person who heard any of the synoptic versions of the story of the woman
who touched Jesus' garment would encounter traditional language and
motifs associated with healing. From a social-rhetorical perspective, then,
the language perpetuated in all three versions of the story establishes a
conventional base for communication in Greek-speaking Hellenistic
Roman society. Any person who spoke Greek could hear the story and
develop some form of understanding of it, since basic terms in it were
conventional terms associated with healing.
THE MATTHEAN VERSION (MATTHEW 9.20-22)

The Matthean version presents an abbreviated form of the healing story.
H. J. Held, using Redaktionsgeschichte, observed Matthew's creation of 'a
kind of conversation'!? in the centre of the story as the woman exhibits
'active' believing with 'a movement of the will' which presses her toward
Jesus. 18 The woman's thought functions as a request which Jesus grants,
just as God in the Old Testament grants deliverance to the believer who has
praying faith. Yet through the catchwords 'faith' and 'save', and through
the woman's action, the Matthean version establishes a 'rule' for the early
church, which is a new formula in Judaism, that 'confidence in the helpful
kindness brings help to pass and no faith is put to shame and destroyed'. 19
Gerd Theissen, using Kompositionsgeschichte and motif analysis as a
means for discussing social function, expanded Held's analysis of the Ma
tthean version by proposing that Jesus' direct knowledge of the woman's
thoughts allows him to assert that her faith has made her well. Jesus'
knowledge, then, is like the knowledge of God 'who knows his children's
requests before they express them' (Matthew 6. 8), and the dynamics of
the woman's approach to Jesus are like those which accompany a person's
approach to God. In addition, when the narrator comments that the
woman was healed 'from that hour', he has transported a theme from
stories where people are healed 'at the precise time' that a faithful, holy
person completed a petitionary prayer for that person's healing in a distant
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place. Since these stories emphasize that healing occurs as a result of a
specific believing person's petition to God in prayer, this feature suggests
that the woman's action is like a petitionary prayer based on faith. There
fore, in Theissen's terms, Matthew's version reproduces the story with a
simple basic pattern guided by a view of faith as petitionary faith. 20
A social-rhetorical approach to the Matthean version extends the obser
vations of Held and Theissen. Within abbreviation and use of catchword,
the Matthean version features a form of repetition which creates what
Kenneth Burke calls 'logical progressive form'. Logical progression has 'the
form of a perfectly conducted argument, advancing step by step'.21 As a
result of the logic, the expectations raised by the text are reliably fulfilled
in the narrative sequence. The Matthean version creates a logical progression
through a particular repetitive technique. The first instance of repetition
occurs when the woman presents her motive through speech which repeats
the action in the narration: she touched the fringe of his garment, for she
said to herself, 'If I only touch his garment, I shall be made well.' The
second instance of repetition occurs when Jesus repeats the woman's 'I
will be made well' with 'your faith has made you well'. Then the narration
repeats Jesus' assertion with the statement that the woman 'was made well
from that hour'. This kind of repetition can be called 'chain-link' repetition:
words are repeated as links in a chain, and once a connecting link has
moved to the next word, the previous word is not repeated again. Thus
the sequence is: 'touched his garment', 'touch ... his garment', 'shall be
made well', 'has made you well', 'was made well'.
Robert Alter has shown that the basic components of this prose style
are common in the Hebrew Bible and reveal special characteristics of
speech and narration in Israelite and Jewish tradition. In the first instance,
the process of the woman's contemplation is reported as direct rather than
indirect discourse. This is a special characteristic of Hebrew Bible narrative,
perhaps rela ted to the 'strong sense of the primacy of language in the
created order of things' so that 'thought was not fully itself until it was
articulated as speech'. 22 In addition, the direct speech is characterized as
something 'she said to herself. This means that her speech is perceived to
be 'dialogue' and her dialogue provides the occasion to introduce a motive,
a reason, for her action. The repetition of narration in dialogical speech
places the woman's action in the realm of reasoning, and it makes the
narration subordinate to inner speech and thought. In the second instance,
Jesus' speech repeats part of the speech the woman added to the narration
('I will be made well'), then Jesus' speech is repeated in a final narrative
statement. This repetition transfers the woman's inner speech and thought
first into Jesus' speech, then it places Jesus' speech in the realm of action.
Alter uses 1 Samuel 27. 1 as an illustration of inner dialogue which be
comes action in narration. David's statement could be abbreviated to 'If I
f
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flee to Philistine country, I shall escape the hands of Saul. '23 The presence
of David's dialogue with himself makes direct speech primary to narration.
As Alter says:
The primacy of dialogue is so pronounced that many pieces of third-person narration
prove on inspection to be dialogue-bound, verbally mirroring elements of dialogue
which precede them or which they introduce. 24

In Matthew 9. 20-21 the narration precedes the inner dialogue:
... she touched the fringe of his garment;
for she said to herself, 'If I only touch his garment .. .'.

In Matthew 9.22, however, the narration follows the dialogue:
'... your faith has made you well'.
And from that hour the woman was made well.

The repetitive technique in the Matthean version, then, exhibits essential
characteristics of narrative style in the Hebrew Bible. Manfred Hutter has
shown, moreover, that the request for forgiveness followed by gesture is
especially characteristic of ancient oriental texts, and he explores Saul's
grabbing of the edge of Samuel's cloak after verbally seeking forgiveness
(1 Sam 15. 24-25, 27) to show the importance of the combination of
speech and gesture. 2S Thus the rhetorical features in the text reflect
special social dimensions in ancient oriental culture. Held and Theissen
would surely welcome these insights, since they understand 'faith' to be
praying or petitioning faith which has developed out of the understanding
of faith in Hebrew tradition. 26
The Matthean story, however, stands in Greek, and the gospel of Ma
tthew has an interest in communicating to 'all nations' (Matt 28. 19-20).
How does it communicate to people who do not claim a heritage in Israel
ite and Jewish tradition? How could a non-Christian or non-J ewish Greek
speaking person hear and form an understanding of the story? When the
woman says, 'If only I touch the fringe of his garment, I shall be made
well', her motivation could be understood as 'simplemindedness or silli
ness' (elJ'T]8ia), 'boldness' (ro"Ap.av/roAp.e'iv), 'faith' (1TLonc;) , 'hope' (eA1TLC;),
'courage' (dvDpeia), 'despair' (d7T()')'VWOLc;), or some other state of mind or
action. The first three concepts in this list are present in accounts of
Asclepius' healings from Epidauros, and the fourth is present in an epi
gram of the orator Aeschines. 27 In the dramatic setting of the healing of
the woman with the flow of blood, Jesus chooses one particular concept:
faith (1Tionc;). From a social-rhetorical perspective, the choice is very
important, because Jesus narrows the potential list to a term which is
central in Jewish belief. 28 Moreover, Jesus has supplied the term in a con
text of rhetorical logic. When the woman said, 'If I only touch the fringe
of his garment, I shall be made well', she provided a 'logical' link between
'touch his garment' and 'be made well'. Rhetoricians would recognize this
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link as syllogistic in form: 29 the touching of the ganuent is perceived to be
the logical prior condition (the premise) for the healing to occur (the con
clusion). But it is syllogistic in form only, not in content. A formal syllo
gism contains two premises and a conclusion, as the following well-known
example shows:
Major premise: All men are mortal.
Minor premise: Socrates is a man.
Conclusion: Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

In a rhetorical setting, a speaker or writer regularly omits one of the
premises, producing either 'Socrates is mortal, because he is a man', or
'Socrates is mortal, because all men are mortal'. The tacit reasoning is
complete in either of these rhetorical forms, however, since the three
tenus 'men/man', 'mortal', and 'Socrates' are present. In contrast, the
woman's conditional logic produces only two terms: 'touch his garment'
and 'be made well'. Jesus' statement to the woman provides a third term,
'faith', in such a manner that it evokes the major premise, 'An act of
faith is able to make a person well', and fills in the last half of the minor
premise, 'Touching my garment was an act offaith'. Jesus, then, evokes a
complete syllogism by providing a term which turns conditional rhetorical
logic into a logical demonstration:
Major premise: An act of faith is able to make a person well.
Minor premise: Touching Jesus' garment was an act of faith.
Conclusion: Therefore, the woman was made well.

H. J. Held is correct, then, when he says that this story introduces a for
mula or rule for the early church. 30 Jesus' statement is the powerful turn
ing point in the story and presents a logical result based on a specific
premise. While the story is being narrated, it is not clear if the woman's
confidence is merited until Jesus tells her to take heart, names her moti
vation 'faith', and pronounces her well. According to Held, Jesus' state
ment actually effects the healing. 31 I think he is right. The healing occurs
when Jesus completes the logic of the story. In other words, the woman is
healed in the moment her motivation is named 'faith'. Jesus' speech has
both naming power and healing power, and these powers derive from the
power of God's speech in Hebrew tradition to create, bless, and restore, or
to judge, curse, and destroy. Whatever alternatives the auditor may have
expected for the resolution, the narrator has secured the healing within
Jewish heritage and embedded a Christian approach to healing in the logic
of a rhetorical syllogism.
·,

THE MARKAN VERSION (MARK 5.24-34)
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The Markan version is much longer than the Matthean version. The differ
ence in length is comparable to the difference between the abbreviated
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and expanded version of the Epameinondas chreia Theon presents in his
Progymnasmata. 32 Theon's expanded version, like Mark's version, contains
expansion in three places: (l) the narration in the first part; (2) the nar
ration in the second part; and (3) the final saying. Theon expands the first
part from:
Epameinondas
to:
(a) Epameinondas was of course a good man even in time of peace,
(b) but when war broke out between his country and the Lacedae
monians, he performed many brilliant deeds of courage;
(c) as a Boeotarch at Leuctra, he triumphed over the enemy,
(d) but while campaigning and fighting for his country, he died at
Mantineia.
Theon expands the second part from:
while he was dying childless he said
to:
(a) While he was dying of his wounds,
(b) and his friends were grief stricken,
(c) especially that he was dying childless,
(d) he smiled and said ...
Then, Theon expands the final saying from:
(a) I have left two daughters
(b) the victory at Leuctra
(c) and the one at Mantineia
to:
(a) Stop grieving, friends,
(b) for I have left you two immortal daughters:
(c) two victories of our country over the Lacedaemonians,
(d) the one at Leuctra, who is older,
(e) and the younger, who has just been born to me at Mantineia.
The Markan form exhibits a comparable amount of additional material in
the initial presentation of the woman (cf. Matt 9. 20-21" with Mark 5. 25
28), the account of Jesus' finding of the woman (cf. Matt 9. 22a with Mark
5. 29-33) and the final saying (cf. Matt 9. 22b with Mark 5. 34). Theissen
interpreted the Markan version as a 'commenting-repeating' narrative in
which the commenting parts present a complete narrative sequence, and the
'evaluations, thoughts, and sayings form its inner perspective, which the
narrator deliberately stresses as the important part'.33 Faith is connected
with the inner drama and exhibits a faith which overcomes difficulties by
crossing the boundary created by barriers of legitimacy.34 For Theissen,
then, faith is faith tested by difficulties in this story and throughout Mark.
A social-rhetorical approach calls attention to the sequence of actions
in the Markan version which produces a qualitative rather than logical
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progression. With a qualitative progression, the auditor cannot anticipate
what the next step in the action will be. Rather, 'the presence of one qual
ity prepares us for the introduction of another'. 35 This story merges te~h
niques of biblical and Hellenistic prose styles as it intermingles digression
about the woman's suffering under physicians (5. 25-26), inner dialogue
that repeats part of the narration (5. 27-28), narrative interpretation of
inner experiences (5. 29-30), and oblique reference to the woman's telling
of the whole truth (5. 33).
The first elaborated part of the Markan version features the woman and
her action. An elaborate digression explains that the woman had had her
ailment for twelve yeats, that she had suffered under many physicians,
that she had spent all her money, and that there was no improvement in
her condition. When she heard about Jesus, she decided that touching his
garment would bring healing. This digression sets the stage for the con
clusion to the first part as the woman touches Jesus' garment, and her
haemorrhage immediately ceases.
The healing of the woman, which both she and Jesus perceive, provides
the transition from the first elaborated part to the second elaborated part.
The narration exhibits this centrality by the repetition of 'immediately'
(€vlh5<; ):

(a) And immediately the haemorrhage ceased; and she felt in her body
that she was healed from her ailment.
(b) And immediately Jesus, perceiving in himself that power had gone
forth from him, turned and said, ...
In contrast to the Matthean version where Jesus' speech immediately picks
up and completes the woman's speech, the Markan version features Jesus'
perception picking up and completing the woman's perception. Inner
perception, then, rather than inner logic, accompanies the healing. Jesus'
verbal response in Mark is simply 'who touched my garments?'. After the
disciples engage in a temporary annoyance, the woman's fearful approach
and confession to Jesus is the turning point in the final part of the story.
The elaboration of the woman's fears, thoughts, and actions balances the
elaboration of her situation at the beginning of the story. As a result, there
are four clauses in the opening comments:
(a) she suffered much under many physicians,
(b) and had spent all that she had,
(c) and had not benefitted,
(d) but rather became worse,
which are balanced with:
(a) the woman came in fear and trembling,
(b) knowing what had been done to her,
(c) and fell down before him,
(d) and told him the whole truth.
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Only the Markan version explicitly mentions 'physicians' who were con
sulted at a severe loss to the woman, and the elaboration of her experiences
with them shows the narrator's investment in this social reality. The
narrator's elaboration of the woman's response exhibits a total transfer
of attention from 'physicians' to Jesus. She has turned to Jesus with her
emotion, her knowledge, her obeisance, and her speech.
It is interesting that his version of the story gives no prominence to the
woman's final actions as 'public events': she fell down before him and told
him the whole truth. She has done this as a result of Jesus' sole attention
to finding her, despite the intrusive remarks of the disciples. When she
comes to him this second time, he addresses her with an elaborated form
of the saying:
(a) Daughter,
(b) your faith has made you well;
(c) go in peace;
(d) and be healthy from your ailment. 36
This statement by Jesus can in no way be a healing statement. Rather, it
unfolds an additional quality of the woman. She knew what she did, she
knew she had been healed, and she told the whole truth. Now she is told
that the reason for her healing was her faith, and the auditor sees that she
has exhibited her faith not only by her initial act but also by her fear,
trembling, obeisance, and honesty. In other words, as the positive qualities
of Jesus unfold, so the positive qualities of the woman unfold. Jesus tells
the woman to 'Go in peace'. This is a standard Jewish blessing deriving
from biblical tradition. 37 Then he tells her, 'and be healthy from your
affliction'. Theissen considers this statement to be a motif Mark has been
unable to integrate in his composition, making it appear 'as though the
woman had not already been healed'. 38 Surely this is not a correct view of
the final comment. Given the narrator's concern about physicians and
their dealings with the woman, he includes in his greeting a variation on
the common Hellenistic valediction: O€UVTOV €1rLJ1€ AOV w· tryLaivn c; , 'take
care of yourself so that you remain healthy'.39 Jesus has combined a Jewish
and Hellenistic blessing at the end of the story, creating a congenial social
rhetorical environment for a person who comes to Jesus from Jewish,
Hellenic, or Jewish-Hellenic heritage.
Throughout the story, then, the action and the internal experiences of
the action are primary in the Markan version. Jesus' control of the situ
ation differs remarkably from the Matthean account. Instead of control
ling the healing through the logic of naming, he controls the feelings and
thoughts of the woman by calling forth 'fear', 'trembling', 'obeisance', and
'a full confession of the truth'. There is no emphasis on the final actions as
'public events'. Rather, the woman orients all her activities toward Jesus,
and Jesus controls and interprets her emotions, know ledge, and action as
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she crosses the boundary from the world of physicians to the sphere of
Jesus' healing power. Instead of exploring the logic of healing, as does the
Matthean story, the Markan version explores the emotional dynamics of
allegiance to Jesus in a world containing pain, suffering, and loss.
THE LUKAN VERSION (LUKE 8.42-48)

According to Theissen, Jesus, in the Lukan version, displays his miraculous
knowledge and power before all the people with his statement 'someone
touched me', when everyone including the woman denies knowledge of
who touched Jesus. In this christological setting, the story exhibits the
woman's progress from lying to giving thanks. Her confession before all
the people gives the impression of entering a cultic domain in which God's
saving act is proclaimed before the whole community.4() This is a good start
for understanding the story.
Social-rhetorical analysis explores the intricate progressive interaction
among Jesus, the woman, the disciple Peter, and the crowd. This version
achieves its end through balanced, thematic repetition as 'touched' is re
peated four times (8.44, 45, 46, 47), 'the crowds' is repeated twice (8.42,
45), 'had a flow of blood' (8. 43) is reversed by 'immediately her flow of
blood ceased' (8. 44), and 'could not be healed' (8. 43) is reversed by 'she
had been immediately healed' (8. 47). In this version, the woman is re
vealed to all and professes in the presence of all why she touched Jesus
and how she had been healed when she did it. In contrast to the Markan
version, the woman does not simply interact with Jesus. Rather, she makes
a public proclamation of his powers.
The nature of this story as a public witness 'in the presence of all' be
comes central in a later version of the story in the Acts of Pilate 7. The
story is narrated as follows:
And a certain woman named Berenice crying out from afar off said: 'I had an issue
of blood and I touched the fringe of his garment, and the Dowing of my blood was
stopped which I had twelve years.' The Jews say, 'We have a law that a woman shall
not come to give testimony.'

This version shares thirteen words in exactly the same form with the Lukan
version,41 and it builds the story from her public testimony at the end. The
Acts of Pilate version differs remarkably, however, when it features criti
cism from Jews.
In the Lukan version, the ending comes as a finale to Jesus' speech twice
before. He speaks first to the crowd, second to Peter, and last of all to the
woman. Each response introduces new and important information. In con
trast to the Matthean and Markan versions, no internal speech is presented
for the woman. Nor is the woman's internal perception of the healing told
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in narration. Without elaboration, the narration presents the woman who
touches Jesus and is healed. When this occurs, Jesus asks who touched him.
Peter's suggestion that the crowds are pressing around him allows Jesus to
exhibit his special knowledge and present the rationale for his question:
'Some one touched me; for I perceive that power has gone forth from me'
(8. 46). This version, then, brings Jesus' reasoning rather than the woman's
into prominence. In this version of the story Jesus introduces the rhetorical
syllogism, and this time the three terms necessary to evoke a complete
syllogism are present in the initial saying. The terms are 'lime', 'power
going forth', and 'touching', and the syllogism is as follows:
Major premise: I possess power which goes forth from me when touching occurs.
Minor premise: I perceive that power has gone forth from me.
Conclusion: Therefore, someone touched me [because I did not touch someone of
my own volition] .

Jesus' statement evokes a major premise about himself: 'I possess power
which goes forth from me when touching occurs.' Theissen is correct,
then, to assert that Jesus displays his miraculous knowledge and power
before all the people with his statement 'Someone touched me. '42 In con
trast to the Matthean story, where the woman's inner dialogue is articulated
in direct speech, the Lukan version articulates Jesus' inner dialogue in
direct speech. The emphasis has shifted from the woman's reasoning about
herself to Jesus' reasoning about himself.
As the Lukan version shifts the emphasis to Jesus' reasoning, the
woman's role shifts to telling her story in public. The woman's reasoning
appears only obliquely, without direct speech, in the story which consti
tutes her public confession (8. 47). Instead of direct speech, a story within
a story encounters the auditor as the woman comes forward trembling,
falls down before Jesus and declares 'in the presence of all the people'
why she had touched him, and how she had been immediately healed.
When Jesus' reasoning produces the tacit premise, 'I possess power
which goes forth from me when touching occurs', and when the woman's
story tells why she touched Jesus and how she was immediately healed
when she did, an exceptional amount of attention has focussed on Jesus
himself, first through his own words, then through the woman's story. In
the social environment of the Hellenistic-Roman world, this portrayal of
Jesus is coming dangerously close to excessive praise in a public setting
where Jesus initiated the process with implicit self-praise. Jesus' final
remark, however, graciously deflects excessive praise as it refers to the
woman: 'Daughter, your faith has made you well. Go in peace.' In other
words, in the Lukan version the narrator shows his awareness of the tech
nique Plutarch discusses in De Laude Ipsius, 'On Praising Oneself. Self
praise can be inoffensive if a person transfers the praise to others in such
a manner that they share the praise, as when Epameinondas said:
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But it is your doing, men of Thebes; with your help alone I overthrew the Spartan
empire in a day (Plut. Laude 542C).43

In a similar manner Jesus tells the woman: 'Your faith has made you well.
Go in peace.' (Luke 8. 48).
The Lukan version is characterized by qualitative progression which
leads to Jesus' public announcement of his healing power, the woman's
public declaration of the effect of his healing powers, and Jesus' generous
diversion of praise from himself to the faith of the woman. Each step in
the story occurs without the reader's ability to predict what the next step
will be. The logic in the story is logic about Jesus and his powers, not
about a logical progression from the woman's reasoning about healing to
an occurrence of the healing. When the successive steps occur in the Lukan
version, the reader accepts the progression as an appropriate unfolding of
the qualities of the people who are interacting with one another. Elabor
ation occurs only to display Jesus' reasoning and the woman's public
declaration. As a result, the reader only gets enough information at each
step to understand what is occurring. At the end, the woman's public
story is narrated only through oblique reference, but Jesus' gracious de
flection of excessive praise occurs in direct speech. As a result, 'faith' is
part of the woman's character in a setting where Jesus reveals his true
character by deflecting the praise to the woman herself. This version of the
story presents both the woman and Jesus to members of the Hellenistic
Roman world in the mode of positive qualities of character. The woman
shows her true character by her honesty in public. Jesus in turn shows his
true character by letting her share the credit for her healing.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, all three versions of the story contain themes common to
healings in the Hellenistic-Roman world, but each of the three versions
contains a perspective and emphasis of its own. The Matthean version
emphasizes the internal reasoning of the woman and Jesus' fulfilment of
her reasoning in a statement which evokes a formal syllogism. This way of
telling the story produces a logical progressive form which uses the power
of speech within semitic tradition to create Christian doctrine about
healing. The Markan version emphasizes actions, inner perceptio~s, and
emotions as the woman crosses the boundary from the world of physi
cians to veneration of Jesus. Elaboration of her problems under physicians
and elaboration of her feelings, thoughts, obeisance, and speech when she
comes to Jesus emphasizes her turning toward Jesus with her total self,
which is called 'faith' by Jesus. Jesus acknowledges this crossing of the
boundary by adding to the Jewish blessing, 'Go in peace', a Hellenistic
exhortation to 'be healthy from your affliction'. The Lukan version
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emphasizes Jesus' reasoning about himself, the public declaration of Jesus'
healing powers by the woman, and Jesus' deflection of praise from himself
to the woman. This way of telling the story provides an occasion for appro
priate self-praise by Jesus himself and appropriate praise of him by another
person in the Hellenistic-Roman world. In these ways the three synoptic
versions of the Healing of the Woman with the Flow reveal the social and
rhetorical interaction of early Christian tradition with Greek-speaking
people in the Mediterranean world.
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